HOW A BEACH CLEANUP EVOLVED INTO A
NATIONAL PUBLIC EDUCATION CAMPAIGN

9,276 beach cleanup volunteers

9,675 beach cleanup volunteers
7,425 bags of garbage collected
weighing 160,628 pounds from
103.5 miles of coastline

Nuh Dutty Up Jamaica
Ambassador, Double Olympic
Gold Medallist, Elaine
Thompson

Volunteers in Montego Bay on ICC Day in
2017

RECORD BREAKING TURNOUT FOR INTERNATIONAL COASTAL
CLEANUP (ICC) DAY JAMAICA

NUH DUTTY UP JAMAICA PROMOTES
PERSONAL RESPONSIBILTY FOR
GARBAGE

The response to JET’s flagship public education campaign
on solid waste has been phenomenal. The Nuh Dutty
Up Jamaica campaign jingle, imagery and messaging
have captured the hearts and minds of Jamaicans using
Jamaican language, personalities and music, radio,
television, and outdoor advertising.

“In 2017 we celebrated our 10th anniversary as national coordinators of ICC with a
record-breaking number of ICC cleanups taking place – 147 sites across the island!”
Felicia Wong | Project Coordinator, JET
The Wisynco Group, one of the largest food and beverage distribution companies in
Jamaica became the first corporate donor of the Clean Coasts Project and Nuh Dutty
Up Jamaica.
Nuh Dutty Up Jamaica launched a cleanup network – 650 volunteers collected 5,431
pounds of garbage at 14 community cleanups across the island in 2017

2013

6,482 beach cleanup volunteers
4,223 bags of garbage weighing 65,653
pounds collected from 62.7 miles of
coastline

FIRST ICC JAMAICA NATIONAL
SUMMARY REPORT PUBLISHED BY JET

NUH DUTTY UP JAMAICA
& THE CLEAN COASTS
PROJECT EXPANDED TO
INCLUDE:

Nuh Dutty Up Jamaica campaign products for social and traditional media
Deployment, monitoring and maintenance of a Debris Containment Boom to
collect garbage at the mouth of the South
Gully in Montego Bay

3987 beach cleanup volunteers

ICC volunteers in 2012

INTERNATIONAL COASTAL CLEANUP DAY JAMAICA
GROWS EXPONENTIALLY UNDER JET

“Every year more volunteers turned out, to more cleanup sites, collecting more
garbage and gathering more data on what they were removing from Jamaica’s
beaches”

Research project investigating attitudes
to solid waste management along the
South Gully, Montego Bay
Marine Conservation themed field trips
for secondary schools
Research Day for secondary schools
Nuh Dutty Up Jamaica corporate seminars
Underwater cleanups
Nuh Dutty Up Jamaica Model Communities

7,403 beach cleanup volunteers

6900 beach cleanup
volunteers

5,970 bags of garbage
weighing 85,766 pounds
collected from 101 miles
of coastline

5258 bags of
garbage weighing
79,559 pounds
collected from 122
miles of coastline

CCP underwater cleanup in Montego Bay 2014

CLEAN COASTS PROJECT LAUNCHED

“We conducted our first series of underwater cleanups in Jamaica’s major
resort areas in November 2014. There was so much garbage in the marine
environment which had obviously been accumulating for many years. The main
types of garbage we found were plastic and glass bottles, plastic bags and
plastic cups. The sites that yielded most garbage each had their own story as
to how the waste ended up there.”
Llewelyn Meggs | Former Marine Conservation Director, JET
For the first time Jamaica ranks in the top 20 for ICC volunteer turnout globally
– 12th out of 87 countries and number 1 in the English-speaking Caribbean.

Tamoy Singh Clarke | Programme Director, JET

2008

1,700 beach cleanup volunteers,
600 bags of garbage

Volunteers at the 2008 JET Beach
Cleanup

The launch of the CCP South Gully Research
Project report in 2016 included a media tour of
the gully in Montego Bay

2015

2014

JET is approached by ICC Jamaica donor, the Tourism Enhancement Fund (TEF)
to design a year-long project to tackle marine debris, which has been washing
up on Jamaican beaches and floating around offshore in resort areas. The
Clean Coasts Project (CCP) was launched, including environmental education
for adults and children along with practical strategies for tackling poor solid
waste management and marine debris in Jamaica.

2012

3689 bags of garbage weighing 55,211 pounds collected
from 46 miles of coastline

6,669 bags of garbage collected weighing 109,433 pounds
from 93.8 miles of coastline

JET BECOMES NATIONAL COORDINATOR OF
INTERNATIONAL COASTAL CLEANUP DAY

“JET became Jamaica’s ICC coordinator in 2008 and set about
building a beach cleanup movement. We began attracting lots
of media attention – TV, radio, newspapers”
Nadia Watson Spence | Former Project Coordinator, JET

553 beach cleanup volunteers, 354
bags of garbage

Nuh Dutty Up Jamaica flash mob at
the 2015 JET Beach Cleanup.

NUH DUTTY UP JAMAICA IS LAUNCHED AS
PART OF THE CLEAN COASTS PROJECT

In February 2015, JET launched a national public education
campaign – Nuh Dutty Up Jamaica - to improve citizens knowledge
about the impact of poorly handled waste on public health and
the environment, while encouraging personal responsibility for
the generation and disposal of waste. Within four months, an
external evaluation of the campaign commissioned by JET found
overall campaign recall for Nuh Dutty Up Jamaica to be 89%.
“While promoting beach cleanups JET realized that much more
public education was needed on solid waste. Until the launch
of Nuh Dutty Up Jamaica JET had focused most of our solid
waste education efforts in schools, but we needed to expand
our audience to reinforce the anti-litter message in the wider
Jamaican society.”
Suzanne Stanley | CEO, JET

1998

2004

300 volunteers
International recording artiste Sean Paul
(left) at the 2004 JET Beach Cleanup with
Founder & Former CEO, Diana McCaulay

JET BEACH CLEANUP ATTRACTS THE SUPPORT
OF CELEBRITIES

“We knew we had to make beach cleanup an event that appealed
to young people. We started playing music, and invited celebrities,
Ministers of government, and photographers”
Carlette Falloon | Former Programme Director, JET

JET’s October 1998
newsletter heralding the
recent ICC beach cleanup
as the best ever!

JET BEACH CLEANUP GROWS

After five consecutive years, JET’s beach cleanup
becomes established as an annual event on Jamaica’s
environmental calendar, taking place on the Palisadoes
Strip in Kingston on International Coastal Cleanup
(ICC) Day.

INTERNATIONAL COASTAL CLEANUP DAY:
TOP 10 ITEMS COLLECTED (2008–2017)*
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Despite the shift in the composition and quantities of Jamaica’s garbage, there
has been limited response from the Jamaican government to the changing
waste stream. Several attempts by private sector interests to establish a
nationwide recycling programmes for plastic have produce little result, partly
due to the prohibitive cost of transport and partly due to the lack of support
from the Government of Jamaica (GOJ).

1993

11 beach cleanup volunteers

1

BEVERAGE BOTTLES (PLASTIC)

1,284,052

2

BAGS (PLASTIC)

318,970

3

BOTTLE CAPS (PLASTIC)

202,313

4

CUPS, PLATES (PLASTIC/FOAM)

193,829

5

BEVERAGE BOTTLES (GLASS)

157,748

6

FOOD WRAPPERS/CONTAINERS (CANDY, CHIPS, ETC.)

142,889

7

PLASTIC PIECES

111,501

8

FOAM PIECES

87,256

JET’s first beach cleanup of Hellshire Beach,
St Catherine (1993)

9

BEVERAGE CANS

79,934

FIRST JET BEACH CLEANUP

10

FORKS, KNIVES, SPOONS

71,293

*Labels for some waste categories were changed in 2014. Some figures represent combined totals
of similar categories; e.g. Bags (Plastic) figure represents sum total of three categories: Bags Plastic
(2008-2013) + Grocery Bags (Plastic) (2014 – 2017) + Other Plastic Bags (2014 – 2017).
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Tamoy Singh Clarke,
Programme Director,
Jamaica Environment Trust

JET has been working on the challenges presented by single use plastic
packaging since the mid-1990s. The composition of Jamaica’s waste stream
has changed significantly during the past three decades. Beginning in the
1990s, the average Jamaican household has experienced a shift from a
family focused, home centred lifestyle to a daily routine where convenience
and mobility have become increasingly important. Home cooked meals
have gradually been replaced by take-out and pre-packaged meals. The
biodegradable packaging, once common in Jamaica in the 1980s, has been
completely replaced by containers made from non-biodegradable materials.
Food and beverages which were once served in cardboard boxes and glass
bottles, are now sold in single-use Styrofoam containers and plastic bottles.
Plastic bags have replaced paper bags in the supermarkets and wicker baskets
at the market.

PLASTIC POLLUTION IN JAMAICA

18,876 followers
3,013 followers
363 followers
225,000 views

AICA

JAMAICA’S
PLASTIC PROBLEM
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Jamaica Environment Trust (JET) is an environmental non-profit, non-government organization operating in the island of Jamaica. For much of our 27 years in operation, JET
has sought to tackle the country’s solid waste management issues through environmental education and advocacy. JET began conducting annual beach cleanups in 1993 and
became national coordinators of International Coastal Cleanup (ICC) Day in 2008. JET has used beach cleanups as a platform to highlight Jamaica’s growing plastic pollution
problem and advocate for improvements in the way waste is managed at all levels of the society. Over the years, JET recognized that a one-day beach cleanup was limited its
ability to influence meaningful change in the attitude of Jamaicans towards managing their garbage. This is the story of how JET’s beach cleanup evolved into the acclaimed
national public education campaign – Nuh Dutty Up Jamaica.

“My beach cleanup experience began
when I took a houseguest to a beach
I had loved as a child – and found it
covered with garbage”
Diana McCaulay |
Founder & Former CEO, JET

Meanwhile Jamaica’s plastic consumption multiplied exponentially, and
the deficiencies of the country’s solid waste management system became
increasingly apparent.

The increased consumption of plastic packaging coupled with deficient solid
waste management infrastructure and systems, and a lack of enforcement
of anti-litter laws by GOJ has led to a solid waste crisis in Jamaica. In the
absence of garbage bins and regular collection, Jamaicans typical poor attitude
towards waste management has resulted in an increase in illegal dumping of
garbage in the street, open lots, gullies and drains as a way of getting rid of
it. In areas with high population densities, the problem becomes even more
evident – waterways and rivers are littered with garbage which in heavy rains
is transported to the coast where it washes up on Jamaican beaches before it
is lost to the sea. In 2010, 44,077 plastic beverage bottles were removed by
volunteers from beaches across the island on International Coastal Cleanup
(ICC) Day Jamaica. In 2017 this figure increased to 298,972 bottles.
As early as 2001, a study commissioned by the GOJ entitled ‘A Short-Term
Strategy for the Management of Plastic Packaging Material in Jamaica’, listed
as one of its primary recommendations the introduction of a public education
campaign on solid waste. Since 2015 JET’s Nuh Dutty Up Jamaica campaign
has sought to fulfil this recommendation conveying an anti-litter message.
Jamaica has a plastic problem, and how we think about garbage needs to
change.
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